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The 18th Camel and The Habitats of Thought. 
On the Paradox of Teaching Technology  
in the Arts#

Georg Trogemann

A traveling mullah was riding on his camel to Medina, when he saw 
several camels standing next to a group of three young men who clearly 
were in distress. “What befell you, my !iends?” he asked, and the eldest 
replied, “Our father died.” “Be he blessed by Allah. I sympathize with 
you. But he must have le" you something in his will.” “Yes,” said the young 
man, “these seventeen camels. #at’s all he had.” “Rejoice! What then ails 
you?” “You see,” the eldest brother continued, “his will says I should get 
one-half of his possessions, my younger brother one-third, and the young-
est here one-ninth. But how ever we try to distribute these camels, it never 
works out.” “Is this all that troubles you, my !iends?” the mullah said. 

“#en take my camel for a moment and let’s see what we can do.” With $% 
camels now the eldest brother got one-half, that is, nine camels, and nine 
were le". #e next in line got one-third of the $% camels, that is, six, and 
three were le". Since the youngest brother got one-ninth of the $% camels, 
that is, two, one camel was le". It was that of the mullah, who mounted 
it and rode away, waving the happy brothers good-bye. – Lynn Segal$

!e parable of the "#th camel exists in many variants. !is version comes 
from a book by Lynn Segal, #e Dream of Reality: Heinz &on Foerster’s 
Constructivism. But the story is also o$en used in the %eld of coaching as 
an example of “out-of-the-box” thinking or in seminars on negotiation 
tactics. One might ask oneself why this short story is so successful. Simple 
school-level mathematics is all that’s needed to immediately see where the 

! "is essay is based on the paper presented at the conference “!## Jahre Bauhaus: 
We Are Not Alone” at the Ars Electronica festival in Linz, $ September %#!&.

% Lynn Segal, !e Dream of Reality: Heinz "on Foerster’s Constructivism (New York 
and London: Norton, !&'(), VI.
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problem lies. !e father has not divided the whole inheritance, and the 
number "& is cleverly selected in order to have the problem arise in the 
%rst place. So it must be something else that makes the story interesting. It 
doesn’t provide much to chew on as a purely mathematical problem, but 
as a narrative on two levels – that of what is said and that of what is meant 

– it describes something real and, at the same time, refers to a deeper mean-
ing. Heinz von Foerster uses the parable of the "#th camel in this way in 
order to talk about the concept of reality: “Reality, like the eighteenth 
camel, is needed as a prop that can be discarded when everything else is 
clear.”& If, on the other hand, we only look at the mathematical problem, 
then all ambiguity disappears, and as soon as we write out the calculation 
1/2 + 1/3 + 1/9  = 17/18 , the story disappears too.

We can imagine the initial situation in the teaching of digital tech-
nologies in an artistic context in a similar way. !ere appear to be two 
fundamentally di'erent and incompatible points of view. On one hand, 
there are basic technical principles, electronics, tools, methods, and 
algorithms that must be learnt if one wishes to realize new applications 
or artistic projects with digital tools. !is technical knowledge is rooted 
in the rationalist tradition, mathematics, and purpose-driven thinking 
and follows a binary logic. Like mathematics, this technical level can 
be exciting and fascinating in its own right. But like the mathematics 
of the "#th camel, most of the digital tools, regarded separately, are not 
particularly interesting and even have a tendency to be invisible and to 
disappear as soon as one is pro%cient with them. Alongside this technical 
perspective, which asks, “How do computers work?” there is the other that 
asks, “What can we do with them?” Very di'erent things are paramount 
for users, and, as a rule, computers are only a means to an end for artists 
and designers. Digital tools serve to aesthetically transform the initial 

)     Ibid.
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material, to produce aesthetic objects and processes, and to generate new 
levels of meaning that are no longer describable by means of the quali-
ties of the initial material. Although the logical and technical-rational 
principles of events have a say and in(uence the aesthetics of products, 
they nonetheless remain, like the mathematics of the "#th camel, in the 
background. How they work remains mostly hidden, not only from the 
viewer, but also from the producer. If one concentrates on the art, the 
technology disappears. If one looks at the technology, the art dissipates. 

!is description is reminiscent of the two di'erent cultures that 
C. P. Snow talked about in ")*) in his famous Rede Lecture.( So, is it 
this familiar gap between the humanities and art on one hand and the 
natural sciences and technology on the other that unintentionally, but 
nevertheless inevitably, becomes a basis of the seminar? Two cultures, 
which touch each other, which also in(uence, promote, and impede 
each other, which speak di'erent languages, which attach value to their 
di'erent traditions, which use fundamentally di'erent methods and 
pursue disparate objectives. In teaching, the diversity of the two cultures 
expresses itself in the following observation: in the exact sciences as well 
as in teaching technology, all participants, a$er a successful introductory 
course, give the same answer to a question. In the arts, on the other hand, 
answers are varied. Why is this? Because of the questions or the culture of 
their treatment? !e institutional di'erentiation into two incompatible 
cultures is only the social expression of a split, whose origin is located in 
human thought itself. !e dichotomy of thought is especially justi%ed 
by the hemispheric model of neurosciences, the strict interpretation of 
which is seen as obsolete in the sciences. According to this, the le$ half 
of the brain is responsible for tasks such as logical-analytical skills and 

* "e Rede Lecture “"e Two Cultures and the Scienti+c Revolution” and reac-
tions to it continue to be reprinted to this day. See: C. P. Snow, !e Two Cultures, 
!$th edition (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, %#!%).
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for language and temporal linear organization, the right for percep-
tion, spatial orientation, creative and emotional processes, and timeless 
holistic thinking. But psychology also di'erentiates between rational 
and emotional intelligence as well as between perception and thought. 
And notably, the philosophy of aesthetics divides mental capacities into 
rational and sensory. But at the same time, the human brain is extremely 
interconnected and knows no exclusive jurisdictions. All of its functions 
are important for the fullness of human reason. If we want to tap into our 
present complex reality, we cannot a'ord to forego one or the other side 
from the outset. And why shouldn’t we try to improve all skills to the best 
possible level of pro%ciency, instead of encouraging them unilaterally?

Even if a division of labor between computer scientists and artists is 
practical and very e'ective in artistic praxis, a strict division is simply not 
possible. !ose who develop so$ware can hardly do so, unless it deals 
with purely mathematical functions, without knowing in which context 
the application will be embedded. Conversely, a knowledge of internal 
functional relationships is always demanded of tool users. It would be a 
dubious thing if artistic courses did not re(ect on their tools and material. 
!ey wouldn’t be able to visualize how much the tools shape the result 
and how strongly the self-will of the material repeatedly demands correc-
tions of the original idea. !ey would also deny the inability to plan art. It 
is possible to get closer to the self-will of the analogue material now and 
then, by being satis%ed with, for example, )+, of the optimum aspired 
to. !e non-functioning program is more unforgiving and will stubbornly 
continue to crash until the logical mistake is eliminated. Anyone who has 
searched for program errors hour upon hour knows this incorruptible 
 self-will of logic. !e di'erent focusses – logical-analytical thought on 
one hand and open sensory searching and acting on the other – are not 
a problem in themselves, but in fact a strength of human reason. We can 
clearly train di'erent types of intellectual operation, which then produce 
di'erent %ndings and working results. !e decisive question is, however, 
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are we able to combine these divergent views in the teaching of art? !e 
di'erent cultures, which will be spoken about in the following, are the 
actual starting point of technically-oriented courses in art and signify a 
crucial restriction in its aims. For many years, we have tried to simultane-
ously do justice to the simple technical-scienti%c basics on one side and 
the demands of artistic praxis on the other in our lessons. We wanted to 
impart basic digital principles, the simple mathematics of the "#th camel, 
so to speak, and, at the same time, demonstrate the potential for artistic 
praxis. Ultimately, we could not create a real combination. !is does not 
mean that artists cannot learn the practical handling of digital technol-
ogies. What we did not manage was the amalgamation of deeper layers. 
I have ultimately drawn the conclusion from my experiences that one 
must approach this problem in a di'erent way. If one assumes di'erences 
between both traditions – the emphasis of sensory perception in art, and 
of rational, deductive, abstracting reason in technology – one will not be 
able to overcome the gap. Both extremes have their eligibility where they 
serve di'erent objectives and focuses, and each face di'erent challenges. 
As an attempt to build bridges, one could expect statements on inter- and 
trans-disciplinarity, on artistic research, on the “practice-based PhD,” or 
similar current debates at this point. But the essence of this isn’t about the 
question of research and art’s and science’s di'erent forms of knowledge.+ 
Knowledge in the sense of epistemology would be the wrong approach 
to the artistic – and, to a large extent, to the technical – digital spaces of 
experience. It is not about the cognition of reality, but rather about its 

$ Discussions on artistic research are, in contrast, mainly politically motivated. 
It is mainly about social recognition and not least resources, positions, and 
academic ranks. So that the mental +gure of artistic research can be established 
as a brand, the division of both cultures must +rst be in,ated and exaggerated. It 
requires a su-cient number of representatives to associate with the respective 
culture and defend it, so that a few others can then postulate new cooperations, 
connections, and overlaps. Innumerable examples show that surprising and
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production, about poiesis. As poietical reason, not theoretical reason, is 
central, the starting point for the re(ections employed here cannot be 
artistic research either. In artistic praxis with digital technologies, we are 
compulsorily confronted with two di'erent forms of thinking and are 
obliged to grapple with them.

!e following is little more than a summary of various tests in teach-
ing and a suggestion as to a direction one could continue in. As both the 
visual arts and technology produce artifacts, they pertain, with poiesis 
(planning, designing, doing, producing, the arti%cial), to a common 
ground. In the natural sciences, it is about clear knowledge and proof; 
in art and technology, it is about doing and showing. If one wishes to 
conjecture from this common ground in teaching, we must develop other 
seminar content beyond the classical divisions. Conversely, introductions 
to digital technologies can be simply scrapped; it is enough to refer to 
good tutorials online. With a view on the story at the start, this means: 
We must start to tell other stories. It is not enough to just follow current 
trends. It is about giving the wealth of theories, methods, and models, 
which have long existed in the technological sciences, other meanings, to 
transform and reinterpret them. Only if we tell di'erent stories about and 
with technology can it take on a new role in our culture. So the fact that 
the parable of the "#th camel is still so successful today and is no longer 
just a nice children’s story is part of the actual predicament.

 fantastic things can arise if new connections between otherwise divided areas are 
investigated. "e problem is much more that this is seen as something special 
and not as the normal case. If narrow science and equally narrow art are opened 
up again and thereby actually just normalized, all sides pro+t. Is not the quality 
of the work in the end the decisive criteria for its meaning and valuation?
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!e Digital as Material
Making art with and through media means, as a rule, realizing an idea or a 
concept – so, making perceptional o'erings that appeal to us emotionally, 
perhaps surprise us, make us contemplative, or just confuse us. Tradition-
al material sublimation is in play from the start, as the material, being 
less valued compared to form and function, steps into the background.- 
!rough the transformation and recon%guration of source materials, new 
qualities arise that are not already present in the individual components. 
!e programming of functions is also a form of technological material 
sublimation. Whenever interfaces, data, so$ware, actuators, and feedback 
are worked with in installations and the like and their interactions create 
perceptional o'erings, this is material sublimation. So there is no princi-
ple division between informatics and art here. Artists can, of course, create 
their own databases and develop their own tools. Recently, not only in 
the arts, but especially in art theory, a paradigm shi$ has taken place that 
sees the material of art as an autonomous aesthetic category.. Without our 
teaching approach being based on art theory or classical aesthetics, our 
seminars – from which a few examples will be shown in the next section – 
have always followed this basic approach, of enabling material sublimation 
with digital technologies (mathematics, electronics, algorithms) on one 
hand, while, at the same time, not only admitting the self-will of digital 
materials but also explicitly mapping it out. 

!at digital data and algorithms have become artistic material in the 
%rst place is due to a general tendency in art: the permanent expansion 
of its material base in the -+th century. From this perspective, digital 

( homas Strässle, “Pluralis materialitatis,” in Das Zusammenspiel der Material-
ien in den Künsten. !eorien – Praktiken – Perspektiven, eds. "omas Strässle, 
 Christoph Kleinschmidt, and Johanne Mohs (Bielefeld: transcript Verlag, %#!)), 
&.

. Ibid.
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technologies in the second half of the -+th century were just an addition 
of another material. But one of the idiosyncrasies of this material is that it 
cannot be accessed phenomenologically. If we try to leave out rationally, 
theoretically, and technically conditional approaches and concentrate on 
what our senses perceive at the interfaces of screens and devices, their es-
sential principle escapes us. Digital data is always the result of a process of 
abstraction and interpretation; it never just stands for itself, but rather for 
something absent. “Dealing with material is closely linked with the ideas 
of immediacy, concreteness, and feel. !e illusion that material and things 
are immediate and to be understood as concrete and open up direct access 
to the world and to the ego has consolidated with this. But dealing with 
material also means showing, presenting, and exposing, and is therefore 
always also a matter of rhetoric or staging.”0 !is is particularly true for 
digital material. !ere is immediacy, concreteness, and feel in the digital, 
too, but these are arti%cial from the beginning. !ey are updates and 
instances of symbols whose materiality can always be selected di'erently. 
For something to become information requires a cognitive act, that is, the 
information must be inscribed in the material and read out again. !e ma-
terial itself, on the other hand, is not de%ned, and the same information 
can be materialized in very di'erent ways. !is principle of “multiple real-
izability” suggests a great freedom for digital artistic-creative praxis. !is 
principle freedom is confronted with the factual restrictions of each cur-
rent technology. Martin Warnke described the problem very aptly: “Art in 
the digital world is always in danger of being, so to speak, on technology’s 
very short leash, of being tied to what industry has to o'er in terms of 
device performance, but then also exhausting itself in it. Consequently, 

'      Sabine Autsch and Sara Hornäk, “Materialhandlungen. Greifen, Stellen, Legen, 
Zerstören, Zeigen, Inszenieren,” in Material und künstlerisches Handeln – Posi-
tionen und Perspektiven in der Gegenwartskunst, eds. Sabine Autsch and Sara 
Hornäk (Bielefeld: transcript Verlag, %#!.), !!.
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a typical aesthetic %gure of computer art is a technical mannerism, an 
infatuation with technology, that actually only exhibits what is currently 
technically possible. If one were to undertake a historiography of art with 
computers, an independent aesthetic standpoint with regards to current 
hardware would be a decisive criterion for the quality of this chronicle.”2 
Our experiences in teaching con%rm this. !e constant new developments 
in technology and science present tempting o'ers to students, promising 
surprising e'ects and quick production, to which they then try to attach 
meaning using over-loaded language. !e digital, as a common basis for all 
perceptual phenomena, almost seduces us into bringing everything into 
relationship with everything.#3 Our courses wanted to at least show ways 
one can develop an aesthetically independent standpoint in dealing with 
digital technologies over the course of time. !e emphasis is on “over the 
course of time,” little by little.

Teaching examples
I write a manifesto and I want nothing, yet I say certain things,  
and in principle I am against manifestos, as I am also against prin-
ciples. […] I write this manifesto to show that people can perform 
contrary actions together while taking one !esh gulp of air; I am 
against action; for continuous contradiction. – Tristan Tzara##

& Martin Warnke, “Ästhetik des Digitalen – Das Digitale und die Berechenbarkeit,” 
Zeitschri# für Ästhetik und Allgemeine Kunstwissenscha# $%, % (%#!*): %'#.

!# Jim Campbell’s Formula for Computer Art, which will be mentioned again later 
on in the interface example, also focuses on this technical mannerism.

!! Wolfgang Asholt and Walter Fähnders, eds., Manifeste und Proklamationen der 
europäischen Avantgarde (Stuttgart: Metzler, !&&$), !$#.
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So how can we usefully teach something that – if it is only about the tech-
nical handling of tools – needs no teaching at all?#$ And which theoretical 
and practical approach should be chosen if we know there are other, just 
as interesting approaches? What should we assume and require, if we can 
think of several good reasons to assume nothing and to require the op-
posite? !ere is nothing le$ but to choose a  halfway-plausible standpoint 
and begin. In the following, I will %rst sketch an outline of some attempts 
we carried out over a period of ten years at the  Academy of Media Arts 
Cologne in the foundational seminar “Code and  Material.” !e focus 
of the seminar was digital information as artistic material, in particular 
the mapping out of the material aspects of information.  Ultimately, it is 
this materiality that largely determines the perceptional o'erings for the 
recipient. !e starting point was technical platforms that each represent 
standard tools for certain tasks and that are supported by a large com-
munity or have at least become established in art and design, including 
Arduino, Processing, Max/./0, and  Tensor (ow. Such platforms formed 
the technical basis for content themes. 

Additionally, a circuit was developed by lab technicians as an expansion of 
the Arduino board that made it possible to work quickly with the stan-
dard Arduino sensors and actuators (Ill. " and -).#& !e (exible board was 
used in a lot of projects in the seminars, but also beyond this in artistic 
projects. It was also used in the seminar experiments discussed in the fol-

!% In the same way as art schools are not needed in general in order  
to make good art.

!) Martin Nawrath, SensorAktor-Shield, Academy of Media Arts Cologne. 
See: http://interface.khm.de/index.php/lab/interfaces-basics/introduc-
ing-the-board/index.html (accessed )! March %#%#). Website’s description of 
the shield: “"e SensorAktor-Shield is an extension for the Arduino Board that 
allows to get quick into the world of sensors and actuators (like Motors Sole-
noids, Servos etc). 
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Ill. !: SensorAktor-Shield

Ill. %: Wiring plan
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lowing (see, e.g., Ill. 1–), "2, "*, "3). By means of a set topic, the students 
were then expected to realize their own small projects with the aid of the 
technology provided and, through this, learn how to handle the technol-
ogy. Such an approach can be complemented by purely technical tutorials, 
in order to reach a basic understanding of tools as quickly as possible. 
Over the course of recent years a series of courses in di'erent technical 
and personnel constellations were tested.#( !e starting point is working 
with aspiring artists. So it is not about the development of engineering 
products, in which the focus is on safety, reliability, e4ciency, accuracy, 
and so on. In the work with artists, malfunctions and errors, for example, 
are not seen as a problem that has to be eliminated, but rather as aesthetic 
phenomena, as an interesting ri$ that leads in a new direction. Even this 
simple combination – the tools of engineers in the hands of artists – has 
added value. In the following, dealing with digital data and algorithms 
as the material of art, rather than the technical tools, was the focus. !is 
kind of material is interesting particularly because it can be connected to 
conventional analogue materials in diverse and new ways. Examples of 
this new form of materiality will be shown in the following. !ere is an 
abstract inner world of the machine made of information and symbols, 

        "e goal was to extend the Arduino’s input and output capabilities by some 
functional blocks like power switches and ampli+ers that allows the direct con-
nection of power consuming devices like DC-Motors, Stepper Motors, Solenoid 
Magnets, Halogen Lamps etc. or various sensor devices. Instead of adding those 
functional blocks by breadboarding additional electronic circuits this board 
o/ers those capabilities for the most common techniques. "is avoids a tangle 
of cables and wires around the Arduino board which would discourage the 
beginner and might lead to the destruction of the Arduino board. So numerous 
experiments can be done by simply connecting these sensors or actuators to the 
header connectors provided on the SensorAktor-Shield.”

!* Lasse Scher4g, Andreas Muxel, Karin Lingnau, Martin Nawrath, Christian Faubel, 
and David Hahlbrock all participated in the seminars in di'erent semesters. Many 
further examples of projects, themes, and seminar descriptions can be found on the 
archived lab website: http://interface.khm.de (accessed 2" March -+-+).
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data formats, programming languages, and algorithms. We didn’t so much 
examine the algorithmic structures themselves, but rather their connec-
tion with the surroundings. !e abstract structures within the machines 
do not stand for themselves; they are connected with the real world, in 
which they show themselves and have an e'ect. !e work in the seminars 
was primarily about this exchange, about the di'erent ways the symbols 
could be connected with the world. 

5e Interface – Sensors and Actuators

!e link between the symbols in the machine and happenings in the 
world are formed by what is called in the jargon electrical transducers. 
!ese are technical units that transform physical values into electrical 
values, as a rule, electrical voltage, and vice versa. Depending on the 
direction in which the transformation takes place, one di'erentiates 
between sensors and actuators. Sensors transform physical conditions 
and processes into symbols, which can be further processed in the 
computer as information about the outside world. Physical events and 
conditions outside the machine are transformed into quantitative values 
and distinct electrical voltages. Di'erences in voltage can then be easily 
represented digitally and controlled by program variables. Actuators 
realize the opposite direction; they transform variables, with which 
programs work, into real actions in the external world. Common and 
yet cheap sensors are light sensors, pressure sensors, warmth sensors, but 
also microphones and cameras. Common actuators are, for example, 
567s, motors, piezo and bimetal actuators, shape memory alloys, and 
simple speakers and screens. With the help of open-source program-
ming environments such as Arduino, anyone can now learn how to 
control these sensors and actuators with their own small program within 
a few hours (perhaps days with no prior mathematical knowledge). 
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Illustration 1 shows a typical sensor-actuator experiment.#+ With simple 
sensors for voltage measurement, voltage (uctuations in di'erent fruit can 
be digitalized. As digital units in the computer, these quantities are then 
de-contextualized, that is, there is no longer reference to their origin. As 
digital data, they can also be easily algorithmically processed. !e stream 
of data arising in this way can then be re-contextualized at the computer’s 
output, that is, the data can be used to control the most varied of actuators 
(sound generators, image generators, motors, light, etc.) in the computer’s 
surroundings. !e piece by the artist Jim  Campbell, Formula for  Computer 

!$ !e seminar examples discussed next are illustrated. !ese are snapshots from work 
processes or of results. Compared to the normal – in my opinion o$en over-staged – 
presentations of technical processes or results in art, the photographs used here 
seem unprofessional. But that is intentional! !e insu4cient cultural mastery of our 
technology already shows itself, in my opinion, in over-staged photographs, which are 
then accompanied by under-complex texts.

Ill. 2: Input-output mappings
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Ill. 1: Paper sensor, analogue .878 controller

Art,#- is a well-known critical commentary on this form of artistic interac-
tion with the basic properties of digital data. Everything that can be mea-
sured and everything that can be controlled is reduced to binary values in 
the digital world. With this, every measurable phenomenon can be easily 
connected with any actuator, no matter how appropriate or inappropriate 
this connection may be. In the early years of digital media art, one really 
did see many projects that played with this principle. To demonstrate and 
thematize this basic principle in an introductory course serves to make 
clear that artistic interaction with digital material %rst begins beyond this 
basic principle. Illustration * shows another example of the experimental 
use of interfaces. Alongside paper and pencil, simple sound generators 
are the basic elements of the experiment. As graphite conducts electric-
ity, simple electrical circuits can be drawn on paper and di'erent sound 
elements are connected with each other in the style of an analogue .878 

!( https://www.jimcampbell.tv/portfolio/miscellaneous_references  
(accessed %. March %#%#)
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controller and tested directly. An arti%cial acoustic action area in desktop 
size emerges, in which one’s own actions are immediately audible, and, 
simultaneously, the possibilities (as well as the tool) can be expanded and 
changed by modifying the drawings.

!e inexpensive and technically simple assembly of such experiments 
makes it easy to forget the protracted scienti%c and general cultural devel-
opments that culminate here in standard components that cost a few cents. 
Cultural history reaching far back into the beginnings of science, for ex-
ample, the cultural techniques of counting and measuring, manifests itself 
in millionfold cheap and available components. A deeper understanding 
of our own action can only really be developed when one becomes aware 
of this historical development process. It is less the immediate technical 
solutions that are informative about how we construct and understand 
our world, and more conceptualizations that go hand in hand with 
technical developments. Abstract ideas, such as energy and information, 
but also slightly less abstract ones, such as tension, pressure, and color, %rst 
take shape in scienti%c discourse. !ey are witness to how we understand 
our world today and how we use this knowledge in order to adapt it. Far 
beyond mere technical skills, a challenge in the introduction to digital 
technologies is in making visible the importance that these concepts and 
their history have in our thought, in our idea of reality, and not least in 
the development of concrete artistic projects. 

Only with the second step do we go beyond these concepts and make 
them disappear again. As with every other material, handling digital 
material is also initially training in a proven practice. !ough these do 
change with the continued development of technologies, they are a good 
re(ection of knowledge about the material that is being worked with. 
!e qualities of a material, including those of a digital material, are not 
abstract values, but are connected with the processing and the purpose 
(functions, usage, etc.) of the realized application (of the project, prod-
uct, work). Just as tried and tested basic elements in architecture, such as 
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doors, windows, pillars, roofs, and stairs, in their various realizations and 
material forms not only constitute basic building units, but also have a say 
in architectural design thinking, there are basic elements in the concep-
tion of digital works. Just as architectural design cannot be explained away 
as the mere combination of basic architectural units, works of media art 
can also not be understood purely on the basis of the technical compo-
nents and the development environments used. !e material sublimation 
addressed earlier, that is, where components and materials are elevated to 
a higher level through processing, is not only a characteristic of artistic 
projects, but in fact a general feature of poietic activities (of making). !e 
primacy of form over material is also true for technology. !is principle 
is perhaps best summarized by Arthur C. Clarke’s proverbial !ird Law: 

“Any su4ciently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic.”#. 
Every sophisticated invention realizes something fundamentally new 
that cannot be found within the characteristics of the individual com-
ponents. Simultaneously, the process of sublimation can be understood 
and described in retrospect; the new connections that are mostly created 
between elements that are already individually known are surprising, and 
their e'ect is not completely predictable. We can also describe basic con-
ditions under which these transformations take place, but the actual magic 
of the emergence of something new cannot be captured by the description.

Information as Material

!e materiality of the digital remains hidden to the normal user for two 
reasons. Firstly, this is because access to the hardware remains denied 
to the user due to the density of integration and small size of the com-
ponents. Even if one knows how highly integrated circuit boards work, 

!. On Clarke’s Laws, see, for example, his book Pro&les of the Future  
(London: Pan, ")&2).
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their direct access is denied. Secondly, material is not required for the 
de%nition of information and the editing processes, in other words, the 
algorithms. So, for example, the Shannon theory of information is purely 
a concept of form that knows no materiality. In relation to attempts 
to de%ne the concept of information, one comes across, particularly in 
physics, the view that information is a third substance of equal rank 
alongside physics’ classic substance terms, material and energy. Among 
the multitude of approaches that stress the importance of information 
in the most varied of disciplines, that of the physicist Carl Friedrich von 
Weizsäcker is probably the most wide-reaching.#0 He supports the theory 
that material and energy are just possible manifestations of information. 
With this, information would be the primary factor in the universe, and 
the other two, which have been on the same level as each other since 
Einstein’s famous equivalence formula, would be secondary. !is is, as it 
were, the theory of information’s maximum importance. !e concept of 
information has grown in importance, not only in informatics, but also 
in the natural sciences, for example, in biology and the cognitive sciences 
as well as physics. Information is one of the mythical concepts of our time 
that is also omnipresent in everyday life. It is no coincidence that we talk 
of the age of information to highlight information’s societal importance. 
But even if we talk of information as a commodity in commerce, we don’t 
mean a substance, but rather an abstract idea that is hard to grasp. It 
was, of course, always clear to the microsystems technician, who designs 
information technology and thinks about circuit board layouts, or to the 
communications designer, who deals with typography, with line breaks 
and letter sizes, how bound their actions were to the material. Digital 
information, of course, not only is form, but also always means form-in- 
material. !ough information is not bound to a particular material, it 

!' See, for example, Carl Friedrich von Weizsäcker, Aufbau der Physik! 
(Munich: Hanser, ")#*).
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Ill. *: Distance coding

Ill. 3: Toilet paper sheet counter
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Ill. &: 1-bit sound coding

Ill. ': Water-drop counter
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always needs a physical carrier on which it can be imprinted. In order to 
understand digital information as material, its material side must %rst 
be made accessible again. !ose involved have therefore tried to develop 
experimental paths to the materiality of digital information in various 
seminars.

Illustrations * to ) show a series of experiments on information coding 
that took the art %lm Der Lauf der Dinge by Fischli and Weiss, from 
")#&, as its model. !e setup by Fischli and Weiss is made up of a series 
of provisional devices that are combined in the form of a Rube Goldberg 
machine. In the apparatus, made up of individual stations, the end of 
each occurrence is simultaneously the start of a new one. !e most varied 
of materials are interconnected in a chain reaction, which – once set in 
motion – runs automatically. Tension is built up by the variety of fast and 
slow occurrences. !e triggering of an occurrence o$en hesitates to the 
extreme, and the viewer questions whether the whole thing is about to 
break down completely or somehow proceed a$er all. Unlike Lauf der 
Dinge, it is not an impulse that wanders through the apparatus in the 
foundational “Code and Material” seminar, but rather information. !e 

Ill. &: %-bit hairdryer coding
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aim is to thematize the material aspect of information, the imprint of 
form in material: A letter is entered into the apparatus at the beginning 
and moves from station to station, recoded each time in the most varied of 
materials (like ink on paper, the movement of a toy pig, or the wobbling 
of chairs). !e letter appears again at the end of the chain – if it isn’t 
transformed into another on the way by the vagaries of the material. In 
the “Chinese whispers” apparatus that is created, what arrives is not always 
what is sent.#2

Every station was to read out digital information from an occurrence 
in the environment and transform it into new material. Illustration * 
shows the coding of the letter as length. A cuddly toy pulls a strip of paper 
behind it until it corresponds to the letter’s allocated length. Illustration 3 
shows the decoding of the letter. Light sensors mounted on the underside 
register the end of each sheet of toilet paper, as light shining through the 
perforations, and the number of sheets counted are decoded as a letter. 

Illustration # shows the sound coding of the letters.$3 !e chairs are 
pulled backwards with the help of strings and motors and then released. 
!e letter can be deduced from the sound pattern, that is, the chairs that 
are involved in the current pattern, with simple piezo sensors that are at-
tached to the (oor plates. In Illustration #, the coding takes place through 
the temporal control of water droplets and their registration when they 
hit the (oor. Illustration ) shows another coding based on air currents. 
!e current of standard hairdryers is controlled in such a way that two 
balls (oat at di'erent heights above them. Two balls with three di'erent 
hairdryer strengths, and thus (oating heights, are used, corresponding to 
a tertiary coding with two digits. !e coding is read out here by image 
analysis. !e height of the balls is detected from the camera image and 

!& !e individual stations were realized by Alexander Gurko, Christoph Kilian, Ilias 
Kyriazis, Jens Mühlho', and Donghee Nam.

%# !e 1 chairs correspond to a 1-bit coding.
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mapped to the letters. In this set up, there are no receivers of the informa-
tion in the conventional sense. !is is exclusively the staging of the trans-
mission of information. !e sender, which is simultaneously the receiver, 
is, above all, an observer of the apparatus. In the end, it learns nothing new 
in the sense of a usual transmission of information, but rather whether the 
apparatus worked correctly.

Illustration "+ shows another approach to the materiality of informa-
tion, which was dealt with experimentally in the seminar “So$  Robotics.” 
Organic and therefore more (exible and adaptive so" robotics are an in-
teresting alternative to the rigid actuators of classical robotics, but the real 
reason for mentioning this experiment is that it provides a good starting 
point for observations on the materiality of information and algorithms. 
In the classical view, information processing and material behavior are 
largely divided. !e algorithms control, and the passive material is con-
trolled. But in robotics in particular, it becomes clear that transitions and 
connections between algorithmic and material behavior must become 
much more (uid and be thought of more agilely and examined 

Ill. !#: So# robotics and the materiality of algorithms
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experimentally. Behaviors, which otherwise have to be explicitly pro-
grammed in robotics, can be outsourced in material behavior, and vice 
versa. Explicit control by information processing and functional material 
behavior interact to a'ect the overall behavior. !is interaction is also 
clear in the experiment in 27-printing in Illustrations "" and "-. 
!e objects are the result of the interaction of gravity, which e'ects the 
material, and the preprogrammed movement of the printing arm. !e 
result can be changed by manipulation on both sides, not only by the 
algorithmically controlled movement of the arm, but also, for example, by 
using so$er clay, which gravity a'ects di'erently. Algorithm and material 
behavior must be seen as one.

Ill. !!: )0 clay print + gravitation

Ill. !%: Clay tissue
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Ill. !): A record player with an additional tone arm

Modding

!e colloquial term modding describes the modi%cation of hard- and 
so$ware, or rather, all the components of a product, in order to realize 
functions that were not originally intended by the developer or designer. 
Modding in the artistic context is usually both aesthetic praxis and artistic 
research.                                                                                                                                 

Illustration "2 shows the modi%cation of a record player.$# An addi-
tional tone arm is appended to a classic record player. A simultaneous shi$ 
in function and context is undertaken, which leads to a playback device 
being converted into a composition tool. !e device is no longer used in 
the customary way, for the reproduction of recorded and stored musical 
material – a$er the modi%cation, it is more in the tradition of the early 

%! Student project by Jessica Lörs, see: http://interface.khm.de/index.php/art/
projects/quattourpus/index.html (accessed %) March %#%#). It was begun 
within the framework of the “Code and Material” introductory course and then 
developed two years later into a graduate piece.
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experiments in musique concrète, Neue Musik, and modern turntablists, 
who use record players as musical instruments or devices in the studio and 
on stage. In the %nal version (see Ill. "1 and "*), the four tone arms can be 
operated completely via a mobile app, so that speci%c individual grooves 
of the record can be played. In addition, the playback speed and direction 
of the record player can be varied and remotely controlled in real time 
via the control buttons of the app. Sixty-four pre-produced instrumentals 
and speech samples, developed especially for the device’s functions and its 
possibilities for variation and composition, are also part of the project.

It is worth taking a closer look at such forms of modding and using 
them as experimental role models. We can gain fundamental insights into 
the nature of technology and poiesis by playing with the functionality 
of our devices and making them into objects of our own technical acts. 
Technical artifacts are always designed and developed for a particular pur-
pose. !e purpose expresses itself in the functions made available by the 
artifact. Functions (also operations) change a certain initial situation into 
a target state. So the quality and usefulness of a function is apparent in its 

“functioning,” that is, in how “well” (e'ective, e4cient, user- friendly, etc.) it 
ful%ls its purpose. But the functionality of an artifact can be changed even 
by small interventions. We can even change the function of a thing with-
out any interventions. !e paper basket that we no longer use to collect 
rubbish, but instead turn upside-down to stand on and reach the top row 
of a bookshelf, is a simple example. Conversion and misuse are two pro-
cedures that are very closely linked to modding. !e magic of technology 
mentioned above expresses itself in the functions made available. So$ware 
functions, that is, program units, that transform streams of input data into 
output data are the central building blocks in the realm of the digital. At 
the same time, companies continually take targeted measures to exclude 
the user from developments and prevent modi%cations. 

Functions are, for at least two reasons, central to understanding tech-
nology. For one, the sublimation of materials mentioned earlier concen-
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Ill. !$: Remote control via smartphone app

Ill. !*: Final version with four tone arms
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trates in them. We intervene in our physical environment in a targeted way, 
con%guring and editing it so that new functions and thereby new scopes 
of experience and action that didn’t exist before arise. In this, we also dis-
cover that the e'ectiveness of new artifacts cannot be explained through 
their technical components, but only through being embedded in an envi-
ronment in which they take e'ect. Misuse and conversion mostly go hand 
in hand with a shi$ in context. Secondly, we recognize through dealing ex-
perimentally with technological functions that technology is always aimed 
at the future. Functions must, on one hand, anticipate the future, and, on 
the other, they produce the future themselves and have a stabilizing e'ect. 
So that functions developed now can ful%l their function in the future, 
the conditions for their functioning must also remain safeguarded in the 
future. !is goes not only for the meaningfulness of functions themselves, 
that is, their e4cacy in a certain context, but also for all components that 
are involved in the realization of functions. As the user can conversely rely 
on the provision of functions, they simultaneously have a stabilizing e'ect 
and thereby increase the predictability of the future. Predicting the future 
with the help of technology (statistical models, big data, etc.) is a relatively 
new phenomenon; that technology counteracts spontaneous changes and 
thereby stabilizes the future and thus reduces uncertainty has always been 
a fundamental quality of technology. !e Stone Age human who can pro-
duce a %re by means of technology precisely when they need it stabilizes 
their own future and makes it more predictable. 

Networks

Networks represent another interesting approach to showing how tech-
nical facts and technical tools on one hand and levels of meaning beyond 
these physical %xations on the other interact and are simultaneously 
interdependent. By networks, we mean, very generally, the loose combina-
tion of di'erent units. As soon as we talk about units and networks, and 
connections between these units, we are moving on an abstract level of the 
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Ill. !(: Walking machines with distance sensors; emergent swarm behavior
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observation of physical incidents. In the sciences, we use the concept of 
systems in order to talk about general characteristics of such demarcations 
and linkages. We usually understand a system as an aggregate of elements 
that are interrelated or connected to each other and interact in such a way 
that they can be considered a unit with a speci%c purpose. Loosely linked 
systems are characterized by the fact that they are made up of several 
elements that can all be liberated from the current network and used in 
another context. !e individual components in loosely linked systems 
are independent enough to not rely on the current network, but could 
function completely autonomously or also join other networks. !is kind 
of loosely linked network is particularly well suited for examining the 
emergence of new qualities. 

!at which can be investigated in individual technical units by 
modding, namely, the shi$ of meaning and the creation of new meaning 
through minimal manipulation and context changes, can be examined 
systematically on the level of autonomous technical units and their 
interconnection with networks. Each individual walking machine$$ in 
this example (Ill. "3) is capable of moving on its own and is not dependent 
on other robots. On the basis of simple rules – for example, that every 
robot tries to continue moving without colliding with others – complex 
patterns of movement arise that look to the outside viewer as if the robots 
were explicitly programmed. Such emergent behavior can be examined 
in real environments through the simple programmability of rules. !is 

%% A prototype of the walking machine had already been developed and pro-
grammed before the seminar (with David Hahlbrock and Christian Faubel). In 
the seminar itself, the machines were duplicated, the programming explained, 
and the experiments set up with regards to emergent behavior. "e walking 
mechanism is driven by two motors that are controlled via an expanded Arduino 
board. One motor is responsible for turning the robots and thus determining the 
walking direction, the other for the movement and speed. "e walking direction 
and the speed are controlled by two distance sensors, which are attached to the 
turning part of the robots.
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would otherwise only be taught in virtual environments or on screens on 
the basis of abstract games like Game of Life.

Technologies of the Self

In the search for possibilities of bringing the experiments sketched out 
thus far into a system, one possible solution is Foucault’s typology of tech-
nologies of the self. Over many years, Foucault pursued the objective of 

“sketching out a history of the di'erent ways in our culture that humans 
develop knowledge about themselves.”$& He divided these into four types 
of “technology,” each of which he saw as a matrix of practical reason: “(") 
technologies of production, which permit us to produce, transform, or 
manipulate things; (-) technologies of sign systems, which permit us to 
use signs, meanings, symbols, or signi%cation; (2) technologies of power, 
which determine the conduct of individuals and submit them to certain 
ends or domination, an objectivizing of the subject; (1) technologies of 
the self, which permit individuals to e'ect by their own means or with 
the help of others a certain number of operations on their own bodies and 
souls, thoughts, conduct, and way of being, so as to transform themselves 
in order to attain a certain state of happiness, purity, wisdom, perfection, 
or immortality.”$( We have not examined Foucault’s third and fourth 
technologies, the technologies of power and the technologies of the self, 
in previous examples. It is clear that technology always exercises power. As 
soon as it is created, it not only becomes part of the prevailing system of 
power and order, but also always implements new power relations. Even 
the buttons of a 9: remote control are an instrument of power – if only 

%) Michel Foucault, Schri#en ' (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp Verlag, %##$), &('.

-1 Ibid.
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a small one. Whoever is in possession of the remote control decides what 
program is watched. $+  
Foucault also notes that these four types of technologies cannot be 
clearly delineated anyway in terms of functioning. However, the methods 
presented thus far, to build up an understanding of digital technolo-
gies by means of a practical, experimental approach, have concentrated 
particularly on the %rst two technology types. !e emphasis, though, was 
on making clear that new digital technologies draw their power from real-
izing new connections between symbolic systems and production systems, 
or, in other words, between code and material. From what I have presented 
thus far, it should now be clear that symbolic systems and production 
systems merge with each other in digital technologies, thus changing 
familiar production processes completely. What links this approach with 
the Foucauldian perspective is seeing technologies as a possibility for 
gaining knowledge about ourselves. Digital technology is not taught, as 
it is in engineering sciences, in order to empower participants to develop 
competent new technology. Technology is understood much more as a 
basic essential element of human action and the creation of new spaces 
of experience. !e scrutiny of technology thereby follows the philosoph-
ical maxim “know yourself.” Deconstructing technology and technical 
action is a necessity if we wish to understand our present culture and its 
knowledge technologies. But Foucault shi$s another maxim into the 
center of his observations: “take care of yourself.” He points out that our 
philosophical tradition overvalues “know yourself ” and has pushed “take 
care of yourself ” into the shadows. With this, another dimension of why 
we need to engage with technology in artistic subjects presents itself. 

%$ We do not wish to pursue the way in which digital technologies implement  
practice power any further here. "is becomes particularly clear through the 
current discussion on arti+cial intelligence that we concentrate on in dedicated 
seminars, beyond the material approaches in focus here.
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“Take care of yourself,” which goes back to the Greek practices of 
 epimeleisthai sautou, is not a technology in the sense understood here; it is 
permanent praxis. In previous centuries, taking care of oneself was both a 
maxim and a collection of practices to be repeated. 
However, today’s technologies of the self – and this is the essential dif-
ference to the  Greco-Roman tradition of self-care – are no longer only 
anchored in praxis, but also anchored, to an increasing extent, in poiesis. 
As a second way to change and further develop ourselves, technologies of 
self- manipulation are increasingly developed – this is, in fact, technology 
in the sense understood here. !e painstaking path of self-manipulation 
through constant and lengthy practical exercise is, so to speak, abbreviated 
by technical means; the self is created technically. Genetic engineering 
and synthetic biology are perhaps the most prominent representatives of 
this approach. 

!e question arises as to how such di4cult technical and theoretical 
themes can even be dealt with within the framework of introductory 
courses. Decisive in this is that the idea of expanding human possibilities 
with the help of technical prostheses, or by compensating purely organ-
ic defects with technology, is much older than modern biotechnical or 
bioelectronic approaches. In terms of expanding experience through 
material substances and material intervention, all forms of drugs are also 
strategies of self-manipulation and part of a very long tradition. But the 
 technology-based approach also has a history that is much older than the 
cyborg usually associated with it. !ere were even cyborg fantasies long 
before the term was coined. !e cyborg metaphor must seem trivial to us 
today, as the modern human is always entangled in an irresolvable sym-
biotic relationship with their arti%cial and technical environment, which 
makes up an ever larger part of their everyday experiential space. !is, 
precisely, has been the subject of the observations so far. But technologies 
of self-manipulation mean more than that. It is not only about expanding 
the space of perception and experience, but also about seeing the ability 
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Ill. !.: Cyborgs Simpli&ed

Ill. "#: Game with viewer perspective
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to perceive and understand as an apparatus itself that one can understand, 
manipulate technically, and produce. Simple technical experiments on 
this can, in fact, be carried out and even realized within the framework of 
introductory courses in the art context. !ough we might not be able to 
expand the capacity for cognition, we can still lay bare the construction 
of our own perception and make it experienceable with relatively simple 
technical setups. Illustration "& shows a self-built helmet$- that links 
hearing and seeing. !e ambient volume controls two polarization %lters, 
which are set up in such a way that as volume increases, the surroundings 
become less visible. Loud ambient noise blocks o' the %eld of vision com-
pletely. In the setup in Illustration "#, the camera image is transposed into 
the VR headset. !e wearer of the VR headset sees the table football game 
from the perspective of the camera and must reconnect what they see with 
their own action. 

Interim Result
We know two elaborate cultures that design and produce artifacts. On one 
side, there are the purpose-driven rational, industrial production systems 
and the related technical sciences, to which themes such as rational 
conclusion, abstract modelling, mathematical and algorithmic 
problem-solving, natural science theories, statistical forecasting processes, 
and so on also belong. On the other side are the aesthetic artifacts of art. 
Here other qualities are emphasized, for example, empathy, staging, sym-
bolism, and ambiguities, but also provocation, revelation, and disruption. 
Both approaches have long traditions, certainly also intersections, but are 
taught and practiced in largely divided worlds. !e seminar content intro-
duced thus far was developed for students of artistic/creative subjects. 

%( Student project in the foundational seminar Cyborgs Simpli&ed,  
with Karin Lingnau.
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Project-oriented work – this is de%nitely a commonality with engineer-
ing disciplines – has a series of advantages here. By “project- oriented” 
we mean that seminar content does not concentrate on theory nor 
on the mere learning of technology, but rather, learning to use digi-
tal tools is combined with concrete projects and objectives beyond 
 technical-practical practices – in short: the focus is the design and 
realization of something new. Experience shows that success in learning is 
greatest if students formulate their own projects for which the necessary 
skills for its realization can be acquired within a reasonable period. !e 
individual project also increases the motivation to invest time beyond 
course dates. In this way, students not only make rapid progress in tech-
nical skills (programming, interfaces, electronics), but also develop an 
understanding of the qualities of the material and generally achieve results 
quickly. Ideally, they experience that technical skills, that is, understanding 
something to such an extent that one can produce it oneself, not only is 
very satisfying, but also equates to a measure of freedom. In this respect, 
the teaching concepts tested were quite successful. !ere are a variety of 
di'erent reasons for artists to be interested in digital technologies from 
the practical perspective.$. A very banal, although not uncommon, reason 
is that they simply do not have the %nancial means to pay engineers and 
programmers to realize their project ideas. On the other hand, why should 
students learn complicated and short-lived technology that they never 
need again for a single project? But there is also a large number of young 
media artists who are very curious and also %nd mastering the necessary 
tools for the realization of their projects immense fun. !ese are people 
who do not want to let their projects out of their hands and who want to 

%. By “digital technologies,” we do not mean the mere operation of applications, but 
rather pro%ciency with key digital tools. !is also includes a basic knowledge of elec-
tronics, knowledge about interface technologies such as sensors and actuators, skills 
in problem-oriented higher programming languages, and mastery of development 
environments in general.
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be involved in every detail of the realization – who experience, through 
this, how signs change their meaning in processes, both within the oper-
ational system and in their connection to the world. Furthermore, every-
one experiences daily how digital technologies shape our society nowadays, 
and it is therefore advisable to take an active part in its design or at least to 
be capable of criticism at a technical level. 

!e aim of the courses was to achieve a balance between technical 
praxis and theoretical re(ection. But, in fact, it was ultimately the tradi-
tional material sublimation of art that was central and was practiced. !is 
means artists learned, while pursuing their ideas, how to transform the 
initial material into something new using the tools. !e basic structure of 
material sublimation, the condition of its possibility, was not re(ected on, 
however. !e chosen approach was not suitable for this, but the students 
also had other expectations. !e fascination in their own project, the 
conviction of their own idea, however small it might be, the prospect of 
the next exhibition, or even plain disinterest in the problem inhibited a 
deeper engagement with the digital as much as %nancial constraints (or 
available time). At the same time, within the framework of such introduc-
tory courses, basic technical principles must also be understood and new 
tools learned. Taken together, the challenges are clearly too large, so it is 
not possible to simultaneously produce something and re(ect on it more 
deeply philosophically, socially, and culturally.

In the end, the impression grew that the students learned tools and 
also realized small projects, but their view of the digital was not perma-
nently changed. A$er a number of iterations, one could eventually even 
see patterns in the ideas. For many, the adoption of the medium remained 
super%cial. In fact, this summary of long-standing attempts to teach 
technology in artistic contexts is not a document of success, but rather a 
protocol of various experiments and their partial failure.$0 !e compelling 

%' Failure in Samuel Beckett’s sense: “Ever tried. Ever failed. No matter. Try again. 
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pieces that arose from the seminar contexts and the themes discussed took 
years of serious work and interaction. So is it the individual search and 
uncompromising engagement that lead to success in art a$er all, no matter 
whether it has to do with technology or other areas of interest? Yes, but 
not only. Individual interest and the individual quest are indeed indis-
pensable, but the institutions, in other words, the art schools and universi-
ties, also have an important role to play. Not only in making available tech-
nology that artists can barely a'ord, but especially in o'ering a framework 
for intellectual analysis and access to the theoretical discourses that artists 
are unlikely to master alone in their studios.

As becomes clear with the concept of information, technology is about 
abstraction, about conceptual thinking that abandons the fullness of 
phenomena and dispenses with them and their vividness. Compared with 
rational reasoning and logical knowledge, art emphasizes sensory per-
ception. In our experiments, we have tried, for example, to make the bare, 
abstract concept of information experienceable by the senses again. Since 
the pivotal works of Alexander G. Baumgarten$2 in the "#th century, phil-
osophical aesthetics has known the concept of sensory knowledge, which 
raises its own claim to truth and epistemological value compared to sim-
ple sensory perception. !e aim of aesthetics is, according to  Baumgarten, 
the perfection of sensory knowledge, to which the imagination and the 
faculty of judgement also belong. !e judgement of the senses is taste, 
which presumes a wealth and diversity of perception and can determine 
features such as harmony, balance, and coherence. Two completely di'er-
ent forms of reason also stand face to face in this classical view of art and 
its aesthetics. !e structural problems faced by introductions to 

%& Alexander Gottlieb Baumgarten, Ästhetik, ed. Dagmar Mirbach (Hamburg: % 
Bände Felix Meiner Verlag, %##.). 

        Fail better." So, it is a failure understood positively, but one that dwells in a sad 
certainty and promises nothing more than failing better at the next attempt. 
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technology in the art context can certainly be grasped from this perspec-
tive. For Baumgarten, however, both forms of reason are in the rationalist 
tradition, where the mind should cognize in a logically correct manner, to 
which sensory reason also contributes. !e justi%ed question arises as to 
whether this division into lower and upper is still a contemporary view of 
cognitive faculty, both with regards to the mind and to art. As opposed 
to harmony and beauty in the classical sense, which are still central for 
Baumgarten, other goals have moved into the foreground in today’s un-
derstanding of art. What art still refers back to today, however, in artistic 
research, for example, is sensory knowledge. Insights are promised that 
rational reason cannot deliver. From this perspective, cybernetic technical 
systems, as addressed in the examples above, are interesting for art. By 
becoming part of a cybernetic control loop, new forms of self-awareness 
and of sensory experience open up to me. It is not about harmony, coher-
ence, or beauty, but about technically expanding the scope of possibility 
of human experience. In my opinion, the essence of art as well as technol-
ogy is not sensory or rational knowledge, but rather the generation and 
expansion of artistic spaces of experience, the expansion of experiencing 
and experiences itself.

A quick glance at current curricula of art and informatics faculties 
makes it clear in any case that the distinction between sensory and 
rational reason is still practiced. In introductions to artistic praxis, one 
can, for example, read the following behavioral recommendations for 
students: use awareness in dealing with material, have the courage to take 
risks, cultivate mistakes, enjoy ambiguity and search for varied interpret-
ability, play with changes in intensity and distance, sharpen perception, 
endure contradictions, practice openness. !e %rst semester of an infor-
matics course is, on the other hand, %lled with mathematics (analysis, 
stochastics, linear algebra), algorithms, data structures, formal languages, 
object orientation, and the basics of electronics. Here, it is competence 
in abstraction, logical thinking, and dealing with formal structures that 
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is mostly practiced. On one hand, the professional %eld of computer 
science does, of course, expect these skills; on the other, a certain culture 
of thought is thus created, duplicated, and passed on to the next genera-
tion. !e same goes for the approaches in art. So it is no surprise that it is 
problematic to want to unravel these two completely di'erent practices in 
one introductory course. !ere is absolutely no doubt that the respective 
teaching contents make sense for each subject. But it becomes clear that 
building bridges between these disciplines requires greater e'orts than 
can be a'orded in an introductory course, and a common basis may also 
have to be sought completely outside these teaching contents. !e code 
of conduct recommended for artistic praxis, when applied to engagement 
with technology, means that artists focus on completely di'erent things 
than computer scientists. !e search for and experimentation with open 
questions that come from sensory perception stands in opposition to the 
logical-formal thinking of informatics. !e phenomenological approach 
to art can de%nitely accompany the learning of technical skills; observa-
tions can, of course, also be made while learning. However, structured 
teaching is not needed for the learning of purely technical skills. !e 
tutorials available online are of good quality nowadays and completely 
su4cient for most matters. Most things must be acquired through per-
sonal practice anyway, that is, through making mistakes and their o$en 
arduous correction. But the tutorials only impart how something can be 
made, not why. With regard to digital technologies, becoming discerning 
requires lots of time, particularly sitting at a computer. !is relatively 
strenuous time is necessary in order, on one hand, to see through the play 
of signs within the machine and their lack of referentiality there, and, on 
the other, and more important still, to grasp how the signs can recon-
nect with the world and, in so doing, generate meaning. !is time must, 
therefore, be invested individually. Of course, assistance from tutors and 
structured courses are still helpful in order to %nd a way in and overcome 
certain hurdles that one would perhaps not manage alone. Groups with 
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kindred interests and group structures in which individuals support and 
exchange ideas with each other play a particularly important role in this. 

Developing technical teaching concepts for artistic praxis that go 
beyond what has been sketched out so far, which allow, for example, 
not only for the principle of material sublimation to be practiced, but 
also for its structure to be scrutinized, is a task that still lies ahead of 
us. From the short statements on material sublimation already laid out 
above, it should have become clear that the concept is not restricted to 
art, but rather addresses a very general principle. Every form of material 
(and symbolic) interaction that causes something new to arise that is 
no longer explainable through the characteristics of the materials used, 
where new qualities are created that require new descriptive levels and 
new concepts, is material sublimation.&3 !e simple sundial, in which a 
pole and a few marks on the ground are con%gured in such a way that it is 
possible to read the time, is material sublimation in the sense understood 
here. But machines and tools, computer programs and their functions, 
%lms, musical instruments, as well as the totem pole, are also, in essence, 
outcomes of material sublimations.&# !ey enable actions, experiences, and 
re(ections that were not possible before. From this point of view, material 
sublimation is the basic form of poiesis. !is large %eld was divided into 
two areas, one called art, the other technology. !e following sections 
attempt to map out a direction. New o'erings from teachers are only one 
side of the coin. It also requires the willingness on the part of students and 

)# Insofar as the process does not stem from a deliberate act, but rather runs automatical-
ly as in physics, one also calls this principle phase transition, or emergence.

)! !ere is a discussion to be had here as to whether material changes are necessary in 
order to talk of material sublimation, or whether context change is enough. For art, it 
seems clear that, for example, “readymades” are a form of material sublimation. For 
technology, function misuse and the attribution of new functions by the user could 
perhaps be special forms of material sublimation. Modding, but without interfering 
with the technology.
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artists to break away from quick results and risk losing themselves in the 
quickly changing surfaces of the technical while searching for the meaning 
that the technological-scienti%c apparatus has for our society. 

A Renewed Search for a Standpoint
“#ose hobnailed boots !om beyond the mountain 
Where walking, by God, all over the 'ne 
Lawns of elocution.” – Seamus Heaney&$

What could a di'erent engagement with digital technology in the arts 
look like? Even a little knowledge of philosophy is enough to stop us 
searching for the last plot of land on which to build a permanently valid 
structure. A swimming platform, viable for a while, is what seems achiev-
able – something that helps to cover a short distance without sinking. As 
our considerations and questions about the foundations of artistic praxis 
are in the tradition of aesthetics, and as art, particularly in artistic research, 
claims to provide other insights, perhaps it is worth taking another look 
at this area. !e problem here is that a brief engagement is dissatisfying 
and is simply not enough to provide structure or even scratch the surface. 
However, a$er reviewing a few works, the realization already grows that 
aesthetics hardly helps if one wishes to teach artistic praxis. Two or three 
works further and I am completely convinced that no artist could ever 
make art if they had the crazy idea of working their way through all the 
books on aesthetics and then basing their art on it. Of course, aesthetic 
theory can give artists deep insights. As became clear in the brief mention 
of Baumgarten’s work, aesthetics is occupied with very fundamental and 
general questions of sensory knowledge. Of course, aesthetics can, con-

)% Seamus Heaney, !e Ministry of Fear (London: North, Faber & Faber, !&.$), $..
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versely, be very enlightening in the analysis of individual works of art, too. 
However, aesthetic theories are less suited as a starting point for artistic 
praxis, as brainstorming, process, and experimentation are still central 
here. Even the question of which theory one should choose is not an easy 
one. !e multitude of publications in this area is overwhelming; the %elds 
of investigation expand in all directions. !ere is always the area that 
aesthetics originally got its name from, the area of feeling, that is, the area 
of sensibility, of a'ectivity and emotion. But at the same time, the scope 
of aesthetics has expanded into all areas of life. 

Aesthetics is con!onted with the big problems of individual and col-
lective life, it questioned the meaning of life, it promoted challenging 
social utopias, it was in&ol&ed in the questions of everyday life and also 
disco&ered subtle cognitive di(erences. It also dealt with philosophical 
and theological themes and questions of historic transcendence in-depth, 
examined their a)nities and divergences to morals and economy, pro-
duced relationships to the other philosophical disciplines, to the human 
sciences and even to the natural sciences such as physics and mathemat-
ics. […] #ose who have pro&ided the most important contributions 
to this 'eld of study this century are not seen as aesthetes, rather as 
psychologists, psychoanalysts, ontologists, language or literary theorists, 
religious or sexual philosophers, court philosophers; and sometimes 
not even as philosophers, but simply as thinkers or authors. Why?&& 

For the Italian philosopher Mario Perniola, aesthetics is currently dissolv-
ing and can no longer be traced back to a coherent image. At any rate, the 
broad %eld of philosophic aesthetics cannot o'er guidelines for teaching 
technology in art either. 

!e hope that a closer look at digital aesthetics could deliver some-
thing concrete remains. Here we must refer especially to the works of 

)) Mario Perniola, Estetica Contemporanea (Bologna: Il Mulino, %#!!). From the 
foreword, translated here from the Spanish edition: La estética comtemporánea, 
Kindle version, %#!!.
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Frieder Nake, who presented “aesthetics as information processing” back 
in ")&1, when informatics was %rst being established as a subject at 
German colleges.&( And even he could refer to forerunners such as Max 
Bense and George D. Birkho'. I do not want to discuss terms such as 

“analytical aesthetics,” “generative aesthetics,” or “information aesthetics,” 
or the importance of chance in the early days of computer art here. !e 
mathematization of aesthetic phenomena is of historical importance, 
but is no longer a source of power for media art. However, the links that 
Frieder Nake forges between the disciplines as an excellent teacher go 
far beyond information aesthetics and even semiotics. He is the most 
important representative of the combination of art and informatics in 
Germany. !e idea we are talking about here has taken human form in 
him. He is, so to speak, our chief witness and living proof that it is possi-
ble to pursue both art and a formal science such as informatics at a high 
level simultaneously, and to place them in a playful reciprocal relation-
ship with each other. In the last sentence of his book,&+ Nake points out 
that information aestheticians, who include not only artists but also and 
especially information scientists, bear social responsibility. Presumably, 
this was heeded just as little then as it is today. Martin Warnke brings to 
the point the challenge of present algorithmic conditions to aesthetics 
with striking simplicity. “!e question of the aesthetics of the digital is 
posed because, with the computer, there is a technology in our world that 
has yielded new perceptional opportunities to an extraordinary degree.”&- 

)* Note “as,” not “of ” information processing. Frieder Nake, Ästhetik als Infor-
mationsverarbeitung: Grundlagen und Anwendungen der Informatik im Bereich 
ästhetischer Produktion und Kritik (Vienna: Springer-Verlag, !&.*).

)$ Ibid., ))&.

)( Martin Warnke, “Ästhetik des Digitalen,” in Kultur digital, eds. Hedy Graber, 
Dominik Landwehr, and Veronika Sellier (Basel: Christoph Merian Verlag, %#!!), 
!*..
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New perceptional opportunities also need new explanations. So aesthetics 
cannot %nalize itself as theory; it must always react to new circumstanc-
es. As aesthetics is downstream from the appearance of perceptional 
opportunities, it actually has little to o'er artistic praxis, or any situation 
where perceptional opportunities are produced. Claudia Giannetti in 
her Ästhetik des Digitalen&. no longer wishes to defend universal concepts 
or emphasize aesthetics as a singular discipline, but rather focuses from 
the start on the wide-ranging links between art, science, and technology. 
She does, however, still give the aesthetic theories of interactive media 
art a special signi%cance, stressing the dialogue of recipients with the 
open structure of the work. !is mirrors the focus of media art in the 
"))+s especially. In the meantime, the topic of interactivity has shi$ed 
to other areas such as 78;, hacking, 78<=, and new workshop formats, 
as well as interactivity as a form of reinvigorated performativity. What 
links works on the aesthetics of the digital is that they build bridges and 
try to bring di'erent positions from science, art, philosophy, and media 
into a productive interrelationship and not place them in opposition.

If the Ästhetik des Digitalen examines the conditions under which the 
objects and perceptional opportunities of art arise, then the foundations 
of informatics become inevitable prerequisites of aesthetics. A glance at 
the quoted works (Nake, Giannetti, Warnke) con%rms this. Here we %nd 
observations on paradigms of predictability, on cybernetics, digitality 
as a grid, theoretical models of information and communication, inter-
activity, networking, and many more. How could it be any di'erent? 
Computers and digital technologies, with which the products of art are 
produced, are themselves artifacts. !e theories on which the artifacts are 
based automatically become the conditions of an aesthetic analysis. But 

). Claudia Giannetti, Ästhetik des Digitalen – Ein intermediärer Beitrag zu Wis-
senscha#, Medien- und Kunstsystemen (Vienna and New York: Springer-Verlag, 
%##*).
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the generalizing view reaches its limits where individual artifacts, in other 
words, singularities, are produced that each require a speci%c analysis. !is 
consideration legitimizes a posteriori the experimental approaches of our 
courses. !e experiments carried out within the framework of the semi-
nars were always aesthetic investigations, as they looked at precisely these 
basic theoretical conditions of production, but at the same time produced 
singularities. From this perspective, the objective, at least in terms of 
aesthetics, was the right one; the task was perhaps just too large. I have 
found a remark worthy of consideration that could also be an important 
aspect of the selection of topics for teaching artistic praxis, in Martin 
Warnke’s Ästhetik des Digitalen. He writes: “Art enables sensory knowl-
edge, which cannot be gained through science or technology, but has very 
much to do with the fundamental questions of human existence.”&0 !is 
statement can barely be surpassed in its generalization. Here we encounter 
once again the sensory knowledge already characterized in brief that goes 
back to Baumgarten’s philosophy of aesthetics. It is the second clause that 
is interesting, where an expansion takes place that is quite remarkable 
compared to the more harmless examination of perceptional opportu-
nities. According to this, artistic praxis tries to represent fundamental 
questions of human existence. So the question arises: what can we %nd out 
about the fundamental questions of human existence through engaging 
with technology? And what questions would be important enough to be 
called fundamental? Some of these questions have already been named in 
the text. With self-knowledge and self-manipulation, in relation to tech-
nologies of the self, we have already called on two terms that are aimed 
at the whole. Today, technology is the driving force for social change. We 
modify our world by technical means. Climate change is currently the 
most visible sign that industrial societies have not mentally mastered their 

)' Martin Warnke, “Ästhetik des Digitalen,” !*(.
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technologies and that we must also reconsider how we teach technology.&2 
It would seem as though we have only just begun to think about what it 
means to create our own living conditions by technological means and to 
make ourselves at home in this technically created reality. We recognize 
that technology (poiesis) runs ahead of knowledge, that what we can cog-
nize changes to the same extent as the technical modi%cations we make to 
our world. Technology %rst produces many of the things we can perceive 
and cognize; the objects of perception and cognition change and, with 
them, the forms of perception and cognition, too. With the technologies 
of self- manipulation, this feedback becomes short circuited: as soon as 
the cognizer itself is technically manipulated, it is no longer only what we 
perceive and cognize that changes, but also how. We all have good reason 
to tread the path of biological self- manipulation (gene manipulation and 
synthetic biology) very carefully, as is also re(ected in ethical discussions. 
Nevertheless, social valuation is structurally subordinate to technical and 
scienti%c knowledge. Only if the new spaces of possibility are already 
manifest in the technical can we sound it out intellectually or, through 
simulation, socially. !e question of digital aesthetics only became acute 
long a$er digital technologies %rst made new perceptional opportunities 
available. !e technologies of social manipulation develop in parallel and 
at least to the same extent as the technologies of individual self-manipu-
lation, into power. New statistical prediction and simulation tools, which 
deliver prognoses for the development of the economy, the climate, or the 
spread of the coronavirus, are simultaneously tools of political guidance. 
!ey do not predict the future; they produce it. Simulation tools deliver 

)& Technical training naturally takes place mainly in the technical sciences. "e 
problem raised can therefore hardly be solved by art, but rather must also be 
addressed in the technical sciences. "e fact that we still have to refer to Herbert 
A. Simon’s classic !e Sciences of the Arti&cial, from !&(&, for alternative teaching 
concepts, shows the plight. Even +1y years a1er the book was published, the 
approach has not been seriously taken on or developed further.
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the decisive data for political decisions as well as the arguments for their 
justi%cation. !e predictions, as we currently experience in the case of 
coronavirus, even lead to freedom and democracy being partially sus-
pended.(3 At the same time, they prevent deadly catastrophe. In contrast 
to these statistical tools, design methods, for example, speculative design, 
take other paths of prediction. More artistic strategies are needed, espe-
cially in dealing with the future and the %ctive spaces of digital possibility 
and its reconnection to reality. 

!e Need for Deinstitutionalized !inking
We can clearly train our skills of perception and re(ection towards various 
goals and activities. We can practice acting with versatility and openness 
and also allow contradictions; we can sharpen perception and play with 
distance and proximity. On the other hand, we can put the capacity for 
abstraction and logical thinking center stage and learn to deal with formal 
structures and functions that allow no ambiguities. Both are forms of 
thinking that have, when viewed in isolation, their justi%cation. However, 
these historical practices of reason have become institutionalized. With 
this, what is still connected in the head of the individual is socially divided. 
I see no sound reason why this institutional distinction cannot be more 
permeable and why we cannot learn to deal playfully with the possibilities 
of our reason and its modes of operation. A science that is only for scien-
tists is just as unconvincing as an art that is only for artists. So how should 
artists deal with the unambiguous, strictly rational, and formal knowledge 
of technology and natural sciences? Anarchically and in a relaxed manner 
would be my %rst recommendation, without fear of misunderstanding, 

*# At the moment, in Spain, I am not allowed to go out for a walk. If I had a dog, I 
would be. A bending of rights of this kind, where one %rst gains the basic right of the 
freedom of movement through the ownership of a dog, would be unthinkable in a 
democracy in normal times.
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misinterpreting, or even misusing something. Many artists do not actually 
know this fear anyway. So that would be my second recommendation: 
take it seriously. Shallow re(ections quickly expose themselves in the 
works that emerge from them. Moreover, in the narrow %eld of technol-
ogy and information technologies, there is common ground in poiesis. 
Both are about production and presentation, about the creation of new 
spaces of experience and action, not about the demonstrative division and 
clear judgement of rational knowledge. Technology and art do not (our-
ish in language the same way scienti%c theory does. In fact, the products 
of technology and art open up new %elds of work for understanding and 
linguistic description. Interesting new interrelationships are currently 
taking place there, where art lets in technology and science, advanced not 
least by PhD programs. So social appreciation seems important. Although, 
at the same time, as already outlined, new fronts open up and strange 
justi%cation pressures arise. A more unbiased and impartial exploitation of 
the huge %ctional and poietic potential that digital technologies indubita-
bly hold would, of course, be desirable. !is, which anyway is a very small 
counterweight to the superiority of purely purpose-driven, rational, tech-
no-functional developments in terms of the numbers of people involved, 
cannot be socially valued highly enough.

Artistic courses that understand themselves as mere introductions to 
digital tools are simply super(uous! !e courses available online are of 
good quality and can be complemented by technical tutorials if needed. 
!e technical praxis imparted here is already a very important step. Only 
those who can handle technology themselves can understand it. However, 
these technical courses completely blank out the meaning of technology 
for society as well as the principles through which technology has its 
e'ect. Any deeper dealing with the foundations of the digital is always 
also an individual quest that requires personal dedication over many years. 
But then art can be combined with technical-scienti%c theory to form an 
unmistakable aesthetic style. Teaching can also support this process. But 
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for this, scienti%c theories and technical methods must be reevaluated and 
made readable in their meaning for human life and our cultures. 

Let us conclude our peregrination and turn full circle to the opening 
image. If we present the start of the story of the "#th camel to arti%cial 
intelligence and let it develop the story a few sentences further, we receive 
the following suggestion.(#

A traveling mullah was riding on his camel to Medina, when he saw 
several camels standing next to a group of three young men who clearly 
were in distress. “What befell you, my !iends?” he asked, and the eldest 
replied, “Our father died.” “Be he blessed by Allah. I sympathize with 
you. But he must have le" you something in his will.” “Yes,” said the young 
man, “these seventeen camels. #at’s all he had.” “Now what shall we do 
with them?” asked the second. “I think we shall sell them,” said the 'rst. 

“Yes,” said the second, “we shall sell them. But how shall we go about that?” 
“I think you have …”

*! "e 234-% Language Model can be tested at: https://talktotransformer.com 
(accessed & April %#%#). Description by the developer: “Better Language Models 
and "eir Implications. We’ve trained a large-scale unsupervised language model 
which generates coherent paragraphs of text, achieves state-of-the-art perfor-
mance on many language modeling benchmarks, and performs rudimentary 
reading comprehension, machine translation, question answering, and summari-
zation – all without task-speci+c training.”
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